No.HRM-III/18(3)2012/MACP/EO-AO/Pt.I

Dated

2 1 JUN 2019

To
All Addl. Central P. F. Commissioner (Zones)/ASD/PDNASS

Subject:- Pending Proposals for grant of financial upgradation under MACP Scheme-Reg

Ref: Head Office letter No. HRM-III/18(3)2012/MACP/EO-AO/Pt.I/ 2369 dated 20.05.2019
Head Office letter No. HRM-III/18(3)2012/MACP/EO-AO/Pt.I/ 2369 dated 03.06.2019

Sir/Madam,

Kind attention is invited to this office letter dated 20.05.2019 and subsequent reminder dated 03.06.2019 relating to pending proposals for grant of financial upgradation under MACP Scheme.

2. In this context, it is once again requested that the MACP cases relating to all cadres of officials for which ACC(Zones) are competent may be cleared by them by 30th June, 2019 positively and a certificate to this effect furnished to Head Office.

3. Besides, information regarding cases to be approved at Head Office was to be furnished by 27.05.2019. Such cases were to be considered by the Screening Committee within a month (i.e. by 17.06.2019) and forwarded to Head Office for further action. However, on scrutiny of the information received, it has been observed that the information is yet to be received from a few Zonal Offices. All concerned ACCs are accordingly requested to expedite the details in the prescribed proforma and send it to Head Office.

4. Besides, a number of requests for grant of MACP benefits are being sent by the APFCs/RPFC-II directly to Head Office. In this regard, it may be ensured that these cases are also processed by the Zonal Offices under whose jurisdiction they are posted or were posted on at the time of retirement.

Yours, faithfully,

(Udita Chowdhary)
Addl. Central P.F. Commissioner (HR)